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Personalization 
 

 Web personalized has an important role to improve interaction between users and web 

with the aim providing of favorable results according to users interest. Nowadays, 
searching engines are main tools to seek information through the web and despite 

extensive using it cannot provide the results of searching according most of users. Thus 

search engines personalize is considering essential with the aim of helping users to find 
information according their interests. In this paper in addition to frequency and 

observation duration of web pages parameters, observation date parameter of web pages 

that saved in the log files, are used to analyze web users' behavior and to make users' 
profile. Also, it is presented a personalized search engine with modeling by color Petri 

nets. This proposed method identifies the degree of users’ interest to various category 

of pages based on user's search record, after a period of the time and recommend pages 
related to his interest. Obtained results show the accuracy criteria improvement 

compared with previous methods by using of color Petri net. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Recommendation systems use ideas and opinion of groups of users to help them individually in group to 

identify and determine their content more effective and efficient. Providing arbitrary information or required by 

users without their explicit request is the aim of a web personalize system. In fact, a recommendation system is a 

powerful mechanism to do information filtration. To provide intelligent personalize online systems as 

recommendation systems based on web, generally modeling of the users’ behavior is necessary. Recently, web 

mining is more considerable, because it provide web personalize requirements. 

 This study consist of web mining, recommendation systems, session of user and Petri nets. Each one will be 

review in this paper. 

 

Web mining:  

 Web mining is Employing data mining methods for automatically discover and extract information from 

documents and Web services [11]. 

 

Web recommendation systems:  

 It predict users’ requirements and provide it as recommend toward of users guidance. It is expected that 

these kinds of systems have bright future in the e-commerce and search engines. Proposed items can be some 

productions as books, movies, music and…, and online resources such as web pages or online activities as path 

predict. Totally, a web recommendation system is a form of two modules: offline and online. Offline module 

preprocess data to product user models, while online module during working, use these models to identify user’s 

purposes and predict a list of recommends and update it. The issue of a recommendation system can be 

considered in the simplest and the most common state as estimate issue of the rank of an user's interesting about 

items that he has not visit yet [17].  

 

Session:  

 The session of user is a set of visited pages by that user during a special visit of website [5] a set of visited 
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pages by special user is considered as his session when those pages have been asked in a time interval less or 

equal a special time [12]. 

 

Petri Nets:  

 Petri net is a tool to study systems. Petri net theory allows that a system can be a model by that, and in fact 

this is a mathematical presentation of that system. Some useful information is obtained; from dynamic behavior 

and modeled system structure by analyze Petri net, that, this information can be used to evaluation and guesses 

to system improvement or changes [1]. 

 

Color Petri net:  

 The expansion of these nets has been done with the purpose of creating a modeling language. We named 

these kinds of nets “color Petri net” because they provide the possibility use of tokens that carried different 

values of data and separable from each other. A model of color Petri net in graphical form has been represented 

by a two partial pointing graph. In the model, places by circle and transitions by rectangular are indicated. 

Tokens are presented into the places as black tokens. 

 

Related works: 

 These years, there is more focused on making recommendation systems, and generally, personalization 

methods that don't need to achieve clear information of users [6]. These type of systems get the behavior model 

and users' interest from him implicitly. In these systems is not expressed the degree of the user's interest about 

different elements explicitly and system create a model of their interests by observing users' behavior implicitly. 

In fact, input of these systems just consist of user's transactions or in the simple word, observed items by each 

user. 

  In Yektaparast thesis it is made the user's profile by using of pages weight criteria and put users with same 

interests in the same clusters by helping of clustering techniques. Then according to degree of users' interest in 

each cluster, proposes commercial to them. To modelling this method it is used Petri nets. In this way that each 

user that is Member of one or more cluster with their rank of belonging that present it by using fuzzy colored 

Petri net [2]. 

 Chen presents a method to web structure modeling by using of Petri net. In this method, places present web 

pages in site and transitions present the link between pages. In this paper emphasis is on the using way of pars 

algorithm to recovery content of web sites pages, Analysis of the content and find intersection matrix that 

present the structure of web. Also, it shows that how we can do identifying process of main page and evolution 

path by availability feature [3]. 

 In the methods of data mining based on what kind of data they research about, divided in three categories as 

web content mining, web usage mining and web structure mining [16]. Recently, web usage mining techniques 

have been used expansively to discover users' motive patterns. ZHOU ordinal patterns mining [18], LIN mining 

of association rules [8] and PHATAK and MOBASHER's clustering different available patterns [13], [10] 

discover that can be used to proposes personalization of web recommendation systems. 

 Most of the activity-based recommender systems, recommender systems are based on Web usage mining. 

These systems work on web servers and these have access to the information users who use the Web site  [4]. 

  Moatamedimehr is proposed a hybrid algorithm based on distributed learning automata, graph 

segmentation and PageRank ranking algorithm. In this paper an algorithm has been proposed by combination of 

users' usage data and web pages structural data [9]. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

 As other recommendation systems, this proposal system also includes offline and online phases. In the 

offline phase, first, we save different attributes of web site that categorized according to content and include 

duration of observation, date of observation and frequency of each page by user and ranking pages of each 

category in the base of these attributes. In the online phase, user after entering, selects a category of pages and 

observes the wish pages. Then system follow the user’s session and find his/her interest to each category 

according to the average of the pages’ duration and frequency of each category and the system recommend to 

user a list of pages. Figure 1. shows general schematic of the proposal recommendation system. 

 In the previous researches were used of criteria such as the duration to observe each page and its frequency, 

to compute rate of user's interest to pages. In the proposed method is also used observation date criterion of 

pages to computations. 

 The reasons of selecting these criteria are as follow: 

 

Page frequency:  

 indicate the duration of visiting the web page. Frequency is become normal by the number of all visited 
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pages in a session. Fp(P) is the page frequency [7]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: General schematic of proposal recommendation system. 

 

                                                                                                                                           (1)                                                                                              

 

 

 

Observation duration of page by user:  

 It is define as the devoted duration on a page. It should be consider that maybe fast jump over one page is 

because of small length if the page. Therefore, the observation duration of page should been normal by the 

length of the page that is the number of the bytes [14]. Dp(p) is the observation duration of the page that is 

shown in the equation (2): 

 

                                                                                                                                                 (2) 

  

  

 Whereas the important of two cases are equal, then in this system, we use the average of frequency 

harmonic and the duration to show the rate of the user's interest. 

    w(P)= [ ×fp(P)×dp(P)] / [ fp(P)+dp(P)]                                                                                                         (3) 

 

Date:  

 Date presents its importance such that the request possibility of new pages is more than old pages for users 

because users seek new information. Showing importance of new pages, we multiply them in large numbers. 

This rate of interest is also called weight of the pages. 

 

 

W=
i

w
i                                                                                                                                                           (4)

 

 

Mapping the elements of proposed system to Petri components: 

 In the situation that we face with different data of type, we model it by using of putting color token in the 

color Petri nets. Petri nets have been created by two main components. These components are: a set of places (p) 

and a set of transition (T). The relation between places and transition are determined by two functions: input and 

output that connect transitions to places. 

 Places: in the proposed method, pages are put in the place frame in the simulation tool of color Petri net. 

 Transitions: the duty of hypertext is create the interaction between pages and it has been shown as 

transition. 

 Arcs: they show the interaction direction between pages with arc. 

 Tokens: each one carry out the information of user's session by itself. 

 

Proposed method procedure: 

 User can choose one of the categories of pages as political, social, entertainment or commercial, after enter 

to the site. Each one of this category of pages is subnet that consists of places as page. These places are 

connected by transition (link between pages).  

 After entering to one of the categories, some of pages are reviewed and the attributes of those pages 

consider in user's interest. In this way that observation duration is measured by a timer. Also the frequency and 

the last observation date of page are sent to the page/ attribute matrix as token and the information of this matrix 

is updated. Figure 2.  shows page/ attribute matrix. 

 

i i+1
 

 0
 i
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The last observation date of page Page's frequency Observation duration of page  

   Page 1 

   Page 2 

   . 

   . 

   Page N 

 

Fig. 2:  page / attribute matrix. 

 

 Because of the web pages increasing in the virtual world; keeping all attributes of all users' observed pages 

due to increase the time complexity of proposed method. So, just attributes of pages are kept in the 

page/attribute matrix that observed nowadays. 

 According to formula (4), weight of all pages are computed and arranged in the descendent order. So, sum 

of the observation duration and sum of observation frequency of each category that computed by counter, in the 

end, calculate the rate of the user's interest to current category by using formula (3). 

 Determining that how much pages are proposed to user in each step of each category, we are doing as: 

 Assume that the rate of users’ interest to each one of 4 pages category that obtained by using of formula (3), 

sequential is A, B, C and D. we want to propose to user maximum M new pages of each category. We should 

multiply all obtained numbers in M and transform the result to integer by the round off method. The result 

number is the maximum pages that should choose from page / attribute matrix of each category and show to the 

user. There is plan subnets in each category of pages that sort pages based on weigh, computing the number of 

proposed pages and presenting interest pages to users. There is plan subnets in each category of pages that sort 

pages based on weigh, computing the number of proposed pages and presenting interest pages to users. 

 

Results: 

 To proposed method modeling by using of color Petri net, has been used CPNTools software. Here, the 

meaning of color is various pages category. 

 Figure 3. and Figure 4. are related to the social group that are two samples of 8 modeled subnets. In the 

proposed method is assumed that the number of web pages fix every day. This system is implemented in the 100 

days period to various users.  

 

 
 

Fig. 3: Social subnet that modeled with CPN Tools. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4: Plan Social subnet that modeled with CPN tools. 

 

 To evaluate a recommendation system is used from recovery precision criteria  that it compares the 

precision of proposed system performance with precision of static algorithms [15]. 

 

Precision=                                                                                 (5) 

 

 In the static algorithms, the elements of their proposed method have been chosen just with according to 
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observations frequency of previous users and it is same to all users. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5:  Comparing precision of proposed method with static algorithm. 

 

 It is observed in the graph 5 that after some days, system finds the user's interest and proposes the pages 

that he likes. 

 
 

Fig. 6: Comparing proposed method with previous algorithms. 

 

 In the graph 6, comparing of the proposed method with previous algorithms is presented that just use of 

frequency parameters and observation duration to weighting.  

 

Conclusions: 

 Considering the science development in the various contexts and consuming time in applying researches, 

and also the probability of problems happening or Runtime error  in the researches implementation, we need to 

the simulation instead of implementation. The aim of this project is introduction of method to improve web 

recommendation system performance by using of formal model of color Petri net. Analyses show that because 

of used history parameter in the introduced method, it has high accuracy and is appropriate to web 

personalization.  
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